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College notices  

1.   Self-help/self-care books in library 
 
The thief of time : philosophical essays on procrastination / edited by 
Chrisoula Andreou and Mark D. White 
At 128.4 An 
 
The happiness trap : based on ACT - a revolutionary mindfulness-based 
programme for overcoming stress, anxiety and depression / Russ Harris ; 
foreword by Steven Hayes 
At 158.1 Ha 
 
Help! : how to become slightly happier and get a little more done / Oliver 
Burkeman 
At 158.1 Bu 

Events 

1.   Common Ground Oxford 
 
Saturday - Monday | Varying locations around Oxford 
Common Ground is a student-movement that sets out to examine Oxford 
University’s colonial past in the context of present-day racism and classism. We 
do not want to ‘erase’ Oxford’s imperial legacy, we cannot. We need to 



investigate it. Common Ground are bringing a symposium to Oxford 10-11th 
June 2017: 'Imperial Past, Unequal Present'. 

Careers/opportunities 

1.   Call for Committee Applications to the Oxford Blockchain Society 
 
The Oxford Blockchain Society, founded by students in Michaelmas 2016, is a 
community passionate about blockchain and its revolutionary implications for 
society. Blockchain is the technology behind Bitcoin, the digital currency, but 
it’s potential applications are much wider ranging. 
 
With rapidly growing demand for blockchain talent - in areas such as banking, 
law, insurance, healthcare, and government, among dozens more - comes an 
opportunity for you to develop unique experience and directly engage with 
industry members who are desperate to understand (and hire people who 
understand) this disruptive technology. 
 
We are seeking an IT Officer to update and maintain our website to reflect the 
new activities for the coming year, an Events Officer to help lead our 
committee’s efforts in launching our first annual conference (as well as ongoing 
educational and social events throughout the year), and a Marketing Officer 
to update our branding and maintain our online communities. 
 
Find our application form here, https://goo.gl/forms/cvStcl6cVr0fdxKj1, and 
our Facebook page for more details about our exciting plans for the coming 
year, https://www.facebook.com/OxfordBlockSoc/. 

Psychology Studies 

1.   Earn Money as a Participant in Research 
 
Participate in fun and interesting research on social decision-making and earn 
£10/hour PLUS substantial performance-based bonuses. This is a great way to 
contribute to research in Oxford and earn money alongside your studies. 
 
Sessions are available anytime throughout Trinity term and can fit around your 
schedule.  
 
If you are interested in participating please fill out a very quick survey: 
https://oxfordxpsy.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_6sdo6F2Wp0ks9bn 
 



More information on the study is available in the participant information sheet 
in the survey above, or you can email jenifer.siegel@psy.ox.ac.uk 

 
2.   Mindaugas Jurgelis is looking for participants for his study investigating decision-

making related to physical effort. The experiment lasts less than two hours and 
pays up to £16. Testing takes place at the University Club. Testing times are very 
flexible, including evenings and weekends. More information: 
mindaugas.jurgelis@psy.ox.ac.uk. 


